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WARNING:   This story contains Oral Sex and Fist-fucking. If Lesbian Sex offends you, then this is NOT for
you. Otherwise, enjoy!

Laura just can't get enough of Bonnie!

To Laura, Bonnie is like a drug that she is addicted to.  She always seems to want a fix! so every time her
wife leaves for a gig, she sneaks in to Bonnie's apartment to have hot, vigorous sex!

In one of their dates, Laura offers to find a bigger job for Bonnie in the city. Bonnie accepts it... until she
finds out exactly who gets her the job...

When the two women meet again, Bonnie confronts Laura about the one who found her the job: Bonnie
knows Laura is fucking this girl too!

Laura is notoriously promiscuous, but not one of the women she sleeps with knows the extent of just how
much of a maniac she truly  is. But Bonnie's very special, and Laura wants to keep seeing her and fist-
fucking her to orgasm... so what's a girl to do?

This story is also known as "Laura's Little Sex Bunny" and is the second, sensual installment of "The
Bonnie Chronicles."

SAMPLE:

She formed a little wedge with her fingers and within seconds, her whole hand was sunk in Bonnie's tight,
wet pussy.  

She had always figured that Bonnie loved this so much because she had such a tight one, a very tight one,
and that feeling it so thoroughly crammed with Laura's fist, was a sensation that could never be matched in
any other way.  It certainly was tight.

But it was also slippery wet and warm and squinchy, and Laura twisted her hand inside to give Bonnie the
feelings she craved...
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From reader reviews:

Carole Garner:

Exactly why? Because this Little Sex Bunny is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for
you to snap it but latter it will shock you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book next to it was
fantastic author who write the book in such wonderful way makes the content interior easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this anymore or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of positive
aspects than the other book include such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking means.
So , still want to hold off having that book? If I have been you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Tonia Lee:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this Little Sex Bunny e-book written by
well-known writer who knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who all read
the book. Written throughout good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and publishing skill only
for eliminate your current hunger then you still skepticism Little Sex Bunny as good book but not only by the
cover but also through the content. This is one reserve that can break don't judge book by its include, so do
you still needing another sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already
alerted you so why you have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Kristopher Lewis:

Do you like reading a publication? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book has been rare?
Why so many problem for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading.
Some people likes reading through, not only science book and also novel and Little Sex Bunny or maybe
others sources were given understanding for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel wish to read
more and more. Science publication was created for teacher or students especially. Those guides are helping
them to put their knowledge. In other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Little Sex Bunny to
make your spare time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like this one.

Donna Wright:

A lot of e-book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the most beneficial book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It
is known as of book Little Sex Bunny. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the printed
book, it might add your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most important that, you
must aware about e-book. It can bring you from one location to other place.
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